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Randomity . . ..

ELEANOR Forbes pulled a novelty in Dianewe by reprinting some of the more pertinent
data from her early issues . Makes us wonder what has become of some of the enthusiaste
of those hectic days . Person-wise and group-wise, there are some few missing . 'Tie
said that retrospection is good for the soul . Thinking back about the gawd-awe-full
messes that some of us used to be-we shudder ; . . . .Good idea, Eleanor . . .P .S . .,Just
ignore Clem Johnson and hie new-found attitudes . . ..

DIANOTES welcomes a new competitor in the dissemination of information . "Aberree",
edited by Alphia Hart, conveys a '"fresh" feeling as ' its pages are scanned . Alphia
will be remembered for his work as editor of the Journal .of Scientology . Evidently he
was working under restraint in that job or perbapi-he has really improved his own
case . Whatever the reason, the job that he is doing now on Aberree is much more opt-
imum . Those interested can subscribe by addressing Alphia at 207 N . Washington, Enid ,
Oklahoma . . . .liote . . .We haven t t decided yet which side of the fence he's sitting on. . ..

WHAT'S In 4 Name Dept . . ..
Some time back, Ye Ed concocted a new "science" and named it Taxicology, Last heard
of, it was wending its merry way, hither and yen, via the private tape - circuit . This
new "science" was given birth as a protest against further secession of various con-
tingents from the dianetic community . Art Coulter is the latest secesher . Synergetics,
according to Art, is different from dianetics . It, no doubt, deviates from the orig-
inal concepts, but-without the interest generated by dianetics, it probably would
never have been born . As we see it, dianetics, and its attendant sensationalism, ap~
parently is unacceptable to the more conservative lay,public . Rather than internal
splits, let's get a concensue of opinion and, if necessary, .find a new name which
will satisfy everybody . Sensationalism should be avoided . It shouldn't be necessary
now that we have numerous techniques that can ''deliver the goods" with reasonable
certainty. How about it, folks, got any opinions on the subject ? . . ..

`BOB Williams' article in the Oommunicator,"I Make Love To Their Feet", attests that
Bob has gained new insight and should make rapid strides from here on in . While these
concepts may be new to him, (plus sleads'of others), they have . been more or less in
practice for quite some time . The techniques indicated, and those which can be ab-
stracted, are valid and usable . Stripped of all embellishment, the basic concept
could be, "It is more blessed to give than to receive," Love is based on such a con-
cept, service being the medium of exchange . Built upon such a foundation, love and
-friendship-could never cease 	 We liked it! . . ..

ANY Port InA Storm Dept . . ..
LRon has done it again! Scientology can now be practiCed in any State in the Union,
bar none . With uncanny astuteness, acumen, insight and much ingenuity, he has antic
ipated every possible contingency which might affect auditors in all parts of the
country. Our hate are truly off to him for the Freudian Group hook-up and obtaining
the right to provide his graduates with ae"Sheepskin" signifying them as official
"Freudian" Psycho-Analysts . Thus, they can enter competition with other psycho-anal-
ye-to on an even footing . However, we cannot see where much is to be gained by dishing
out numerous insecure D . P . degreee which do not signify anything except that the hol-
der of such may legally enter a field for which he might be totally unprepared . While
the basic concepts of dianotics and scientology coincide, and run parallel with basic
theosophy, few auditors have the necessary philosophical and theoloOcal background
to prepare them for the ministry . Until such training can be made available, let's
go easy on the religious angle, &hall we 7 A "Diploma Mill" such as this is no asset
to the dianetic community . . . .
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ANENT Group ,Therap7 . . ..

Of late, there has been much evidence of a tendency toward group therapy . As such, it
is to be considered a step of progression . Heretofore, the ascribed practice in group
meetings has been to discuss techniques to the point of satiety and, in some cases,
disgust, The dianetic community has been fed more techniques than there are available
P recle a rs , but it appears that this phase of our progress is now on the wane and' pose
sibly we can now advance, as a group, to a common goal.

Group therapy has been in the offin7: for quite some time ., It has been stalemated by
the fact that each member of the several groups seemed to think that his, or her,
goals and problemm were private prpperty and : they could conceive of no common goal
other then that obscure state of being clear . It is now apparent that a common, bene-
ficial goal can be agreed upon by a group without interfering with individual goals,
re gardless ?fwhat

	

prol?lPae .bave boon. O. gcov!red .a,
being quite common amens the total population.

Group E and Hyper-B were, I believe, th . first important steps toward group therapy.
They lend themselves ideally to group participation, especially in 'small groups . Four
or five people are aafficient to form a workable group and, if a few simple rules are
obeerved, the members can benefit greatly . Tapes are available from Becketead in I)hoe-
nix, Arizona, describing and demonetrating the necessary techniques,

The HAS, also in Phoenix, has recently reeased an excellent group technique . SOP 80,
a symbolical' process, is fast running and effective in many cases, Like Group E and
Hyper-E ; 80 follows Theta lines and mpposedly runs out tbe charge from incidents
without actually touching upon them consciauely .Since it is desirable to avoid the
actual,running of specific incidents, it becomes necessary to run such 'a restimula-
tive technique at a high rate of speed . Ridden under the surface are reetimulatory
probes which provoke recalls on the entire tone scale and, if presented , in proper se-
quence, they constitute e complete emotion curve . Tapes feeturing Hubbard' s. voice are
available from the HAS.

Operation Bootstrap, conceived and sponsored by the FaUndation at Wichita, is entirely
a Mest process and is healed in present time, It ,is a take-off from Art Coulter's
Analytical Procedure, known es group tracking . Each member of the group presents his
beliefs, attitudes,and motives in regard to the subject selected and either integrates
his personal BANI or changes it in accordance with thsLotber opinions voiced . ctually,
it is an exchange of information to the common good of tbO group . The tapes for the
"operation" and other information is available from the Foundation,

These group processes, and possibly many more, should supply ' tbe . needs of any group
for constructive therapy which will be beneficial to all of its members . In most
cases, the size of the group will determine the 'results obtained, Smaller groups will
tend to progress faster but most of our . group techn4Auee will benefit group members
regardless of the size of the group . Maybap a reachable, common goal will sometime be
available to the entire dianetid community, on a group basis, which will place all
dianeticists on an even foottng . This is . a thing to be hoped for and striven for, It
would be beneficial to everyone	

.CO2 processing still excites comment from our readers, with the pro's and eon's run-
ning about equal, . From what we hear, if proper precautionary measures are taken, no
il.l effects will transpire . However, this has not beeh done in some cases and the re-
suits were anything but optimum . If this technique is to be used, we suggest that the
preclear get an OK from his doctor before submitting to the proceas . . .Play it safe!
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A PSYCHO-THZRAFIST COtt MZTS Oh DIANETIOS
by

Oscar Ito Iler etrom

The following article is reprinted by courtesy of its author . It was written in Sept,
1953 as an addendum to a previous article which included in an introductory book-
let published by the Dianetic Consultants' Study Group of London, EnzIand . The book-
let,"An Outline Of Dianetice", to a brief symposium by four psycho-therapists . It is
worthy of note and we hope that interested readers will contact either Oscar or Jean
Kollerstrom at 49 Randolph Ave ., )Maida Vale, W . 9, London, Eng land . . . .Eds.

n00•.• or. am. am.
further experience has led to modifications of one's judgments of dianetics.

Though I still have a very high opinion of it, and re-endorse my earlier eulogies,
yet seeing it used on patients who were not believers, and seeing the paucity of re-
salts obtained by dianeticists who lacked psychological noun have made me more con-
scious both of , the need for a combination of genuine human qualities and eli 11 in the
therapist, and of certain limitations in dianetics itself, particularly of the limit-
ations of the essentially technical approach that is so marked a feature of this ther-
apy. (Same dianeticiets now seem aware of this) . The good dianetic therapist must be
a humanist . I must also mention that I have bean able to find prototypes of all, ita
procedures in earlier methods . Some of these are,, however, largely unknown in ordin-
ary psycho-therapy, and may well have been unknown to Hubbard . In any case, the con-
cept a! a whole is original . Others are now enriching it, moat notably Ronald . Howes
of Minneapolis.

Meantime the principles of dianetics have, in "scientology", (What a wordl), over..
grown themselves to the point of covering the cosmos . Hubbard had written, "maybe some
day we could get the pre-clear far enough away, and long enough ago, so that he could
find the courage to run the charge off fd,s case ." Soon afterwards he came - out with a
mythology suited ' to tkiia electronic age though based on doctrines from antiquity.
Something of the port was, of course, bound to appear in a peyoho-therapy lacking an
unconscious . In defence of Hubbard it must be mentioned that he obtained this material
by questioning subjects whom he had connected to a paychogalvanometer . With this he
checked their .replies to questions by which he, sought to push the limits of memory
further and further back . In thie way he found it possible to get quite ordinary pee-
P ie to "remember past lives" . Also, by means of a development of what is known in psy-
chology as "eccentric projection" coupled with his development of eidetic projection,
he got people to feel that they were out of their bodies.

On account of andhroniams and other discrepancies, it is difficult even for esoteri..
cieta to accept these experiences as "real" . On the other hand, we must be impressed
by their astonishingly vivid and realistic content, and the regularity with which they
can be induced in typical form! . It would 'appear that the' man' who deepened memory to:
the level of eidetic recall has deepened the experience of fantasy to some usually
untouched and uncharted level . Are we bere concerned with a conscious experience of
that solid level that is the matrix of symbol and myth, I But no, f o r ' sci ento logy is
much nearer to the current fashions of science fiction than to the abiding forms of
genuint myth, Besides, its sudden eruption j.n the dianetic field is so pertinentate
themes are so precisely accountable in terms .of those unconsciously erotised trends
and symbols that are just what a simplified version of psychology could not give an
account of . Thus, scientology is almost as straight from the unconscious as is a
dream. We must, however, be grateful to Hubbard for having made his bold attempt to '
tackle the subject of the esoteric on an evidential basie. As an analyst who has long
deplored the current analytical trend away from symbols, I welcome this phase of sci-
entology as a source of valuable material for research-provided that it is kept more
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or less on this plane . I am happy to note that Hubbard has now cast doubt on it, and
has declared the techniques involved to be "obsolete" . Though they shook people out
of their ruts, and in some cases gave a sense of release-chiefly in breaking up the
belief patterns of fixated materialists, progressives, and sentimentalists-, yet
they were apt merely to turn the former hard heads into literal believers . This re.
suit might perhaps, have been expected on account of the vividness of eidetic pro-
jeotion.

Hubbard I s fertile mind has now moved on to produce still another form of therapy,
which is what is now being taught as scientology. His consistency is apparent in that
the original dianetic principles-though in conjunction with new ideas-ere still
evident, though his techniques are now 'totally different . These are ingeniously com-
bined to form a set of exercises for the imagination, designed "to extravert the at-
tention" . Though the idea of "getting outside the . body" is retained in many of these,
this .. would not appear to be integrally part of the" exe'rei 'ses, for they Can be Used "-

effectively without this . tily own experience of them so far is that many of them, in
suitable cases, form an excellent adjunct to ordinary dianetic therapy . The usual
line seems to be to regard alweystbe late-et development es'eelf-eufficient, and as
superseding any of the earlier tochniquee--wbich excludes dienetics . From the point
of view of psycho-therapy, however, nothing eel.). replace a proper re-evaluation of the
past" and the' insights thereby gained . Moreover, dianetics, in its "effort processing
embodies an element that isa natural counter.-weight against the scientological ten-
dency to fly off the earth.

To evaluate : In present day scientology we still find all Hubbard's brilliance illum-
ining each turn of his procedures . It becomes ever clearer that his genius is a com-
bination of imaginative vision, his power of detailed observation, end his consistent
reduction of every problem-even those of the disembodied!---to a problem of action
in time and space . korhaps one 4y a little more place may be found for the human
soul, and for---a quality ebsent from Rabbard l s "tone scale'' .---humility.

Afterthought : the now and characteristic features of dianetics- .--together with scion- ,
tology-are no more like ordinary p4'eho-therap5.!s than are religious exercises and
other mental disciplinee . Indeed,-the method is essentially composed of a number of
exercises for the mind that the patient learns to perform . Half the secret is in this,
that the patient does something positive for himself, and thus increasingly takes re-
sponsibility- for Lie own condition,

---- . .
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DIAEETIOS ---- AND OOWUNIUTIO,N
by

Jack Ooriell

Have you recently taken a look at what has happened in the dianetic community since
June of 1950, and then compared it with similar events in accepted professional cir-
cles of peycho-thorapy 1 Several interesting and useful things can be learned from
such a comparison.

Dianetice exploded as a complete, one-men system of psycho-therapy, captured the pub-
lic fancy for a while, and then started what looked like a dive into oblivion . ' Yet,
in spite of results which, to be blunt about it, were about on a par with several
other cults and fade, dianetics has evolved into a good and rapidly improving system,
producing results which start to equal the claims made by Hubbard in 1950 . Why 1 What

/is different about thio situation 3
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First of all, while Ron Hubbard personally appeared to enjoy being treated as an au-
thority, he vehemently attacked Authority in any shape or form in his writings and
lectures. This allowed people who had new ideas, or improvements on old ideas, to
speak out without being in the position of contradicting the most high . This attitude
hae .become even more evident as time has passed, until now any person's ideas are as
respected as anyone else's . Needless to say, this is a : good climate for growing im-
provementa in anything that profits from diverse viewpoints.

Secondly, Ron Hubbard brought out and sparked the idea of ARO, out of which has gown
the comparatively excellent communications now available to dianeticists in the mea-
sure of their interest . Further, were not even going to just keep up communication,
we're still learning how to improve it.

Thus it seems to me that these two factors have been most important in developing
dianeties as we know it today, out of the tremendous interest aroused in 1950 . Cer-
tainly the evelution of thought that we have gone through couldn't have taken place
in the atmosphere of Authority, treading softly, and conservatism in which the people-
who fear .blame, and loss of prestige work.

The moral of this little story is this : let's put''eome of our tremendous collective
thinking power at work on angles to improveour already advantageous situation --
and then communicate them!......

As a tentative set of working rules, I'd suggest the Wichita Foundation's operation
bootstrap suggestions : 1) Respect the other person's ideas, (butthis doesn't mean
aeree with him!), 2) Get everyone into the dieaussion, (meaning here that if you have
even a small idea that might be novel or interesting, communicate it to others . ), 3)
Keep as close to the level of inD.vidual_enripaae as possible . Abstract theory is
stimulating and fine, but reports of direct experience are much more valuable for
other people's use .

---------------

Letter from Don Maier . (Central Pennsylvania Group .)
1

. . . .Since you have been somewhat critical of 00 20 I thought you would like to have
the opinions of someone who actually had a bit of , it, . . .l would like to emphasize that
I only spent five days in Denver, and the total processing with the gas and using the
time of the auditor was about eight hours . The experience was profound . From the stand—
point of material uncovered, emotion discharged, depth of subjective feeling, and'
reality of materiel . run, that technique is easily the most effective I have run into
in my four years in dianetics . . . .I realize that eight hours isn't much, Some changes
have taken place, but I an very much aware that many mo ire are required .' After five.
months of settling—out, my opiniono remain the same, I need more of it . . . .Tbis is not
a technique that just anybody-tan use . I quote from a letter from Art Coulter dated
March 21, 1954 : . . . ."002 should be used with caution . Prior consultation with a phys-
ician should ; always bo made, . . .l feel this (consultation) should be emphasized . It is
definitely contra—indicated in cases of heart disease or chronic pulmonary disorder,
for example, also kidney disease . . . .Granting this caution, 00 2 has value in selected
cases ." . . . .My personal opinion of the above "selected oases" would be that, until
further research is done, other, lighter techniques should be used on beginning cases,
Where 002 has a definite use is amoung the group of dianeticiets who have been work— ,
ing at it for the past four yeare, and who are not satisfied with their progress, or
who, deep down, realize that they have really been kidding themeelves as to the &mount
and quality of the progress they have made 	 Definitely recommend Sadah l e new book,
"002 and Beyond " .t . .,
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SPECIFIC FOR NEURALGIA.?

The following was ran out by one of our members while in reverie and was in answer to
a specific request . It appeared to the Pc as a printed page and the words became clear
only a few at a time . The material was processed out in 13 sessions in a total of 10
days . It seemingly is a prescription for Neuralgia . We print it for what - it is worth
and hope that it will be of use to someone . The material is presented in the order in
which it appeared, starting part way down the page and finishing at the same place.

SW.. 0...0

	

lie on a more even keel . This may sQund odd . Don't neglect to eat at the
right time.

You are beyond belief if you are reading this . Can't you see, you are asking for
knowledge beyond your scope . By so doing, you are missing much . However, it has cc-
cured and in the'end may prove helpful . You are not, as yet, a complete being . There
is still much to be desired, A little knowledge can be harmful if not correctly hail-
died . Again, 'if misconstrued, it can be still more harmful . The art of healing has
many branches . The cause for the many is misconstruction. All healing stems from the
same source . That source is never conceived the same by different individuals . Hence,
the many branches . In misconception lies the fallacies and the lost art of healing.
If you would heal, you must control that which causes the malady To this there is no
exception. '

Thy don't you suffer it out? This is 'a logical question . If inroads are made upon the
body by some foreign influence, it is reasonable to expect that the body will be re-
suscitated by a natural process when the malady has subsided . This is true, but fal-
lacious, as it presupposes that any attack upon the body must run its course before
healing action can take place or the body . can recuperate . Foreign influences are sus-
ceptable to control at any time after discovery or, providing that an individual is
preconditioned, even before an attack is made, In the latter event, no malady can re,
suit . This is complex only to the extent of visualizing what others may think . That-
part of a concept which receives no consideration, or is misconstrued, can cause the
greatest fallacies . Truths in their simplest forms are seldom misunderstood or seldom
become misaligned . Basic truths are few in number in regard to a single chain of

	

-
thought or a simple goal . If therp is too much information evidenced in the explana,
tion of any particular simple subject, minute examination will point out any illogical
factors . These factors result from the complexities and discrepancies of the human
mind.

The art of healing in the beginning was simple . It wa-s easily understood and its
practice was widespread . In time, its use was confined to a few selfish individuals
who usurped these powers for their personal gain . They gained their end by adding in-
crements of no value other than to confuse those who seeked to learn . This confusion
soon spread into their own ranks because of the lack of comprehension in their own
selfish minds . They wore trapped in the mesh of their own selfish desires . To them,
the art of healing became a lost subject . what was lost can be found, in part, by re-
garding the traits of the lower animals.

The animals are going to be hard to understand . Different species have different in,
stincts . Climate and environment will effect differences, even in the same •spocies.
Heat and cold are determinate factors in the replacement of body tissue . Control of
the body is accomplished in a manner which is common to mankind and animals alike.
Although this is-a point in common, animals are more proficient in utilizing it and
in reproducing tissue of equal quality and texture as the original . Life span' is not
determined by body structure, nor is it dependent upon the type of food consumed in
maintaining the organism . Rather, it is established by precedent in the early stages
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of the species . Mutations, better living conditions and peace of mind can change this
somewhat . evidence of emotion and activity of the body are relative . Some animals will
show emotion that does not originate within themselves but are reflections of emotions
displayed by other entities . Healing processes can be, and often are, affected by such
external influences . This also applies to mankind.

Healing processes in the body stem from the same basic principles but are widely di-
verse as to application . All such processes are natural functions and aro sub-con-
sciously applied . Initial cleansing processes are automatically instituted immediately
at the point of attack and tho body draws upon necessary elements, previously stored
in various parts of the organism, to ward off the attack and make needed repairs . Dui',
ing the early stages of attack, the amount of food consumed should be at bare minimum
so as not to interfere with the healing prodess . HUnger for certain types of food
should be watched for and satisfied . Animal fats are to be avoided until called for,
as are vegetables with excessive oil . Food shauldr be consumed in amounts demanded dur-
ing the healing process . Animals follow this regimen instinctively, as would mankind
if it were not for a differentiating factor : Intelligence amplifies fears and induces
hypersensitivity into the body . Confusion results and deters healing processes.

Confusion in the memory controls for various functions of the body is caused by mis-
information and fear of body failure, Fear of body failure, accentuated by fear of an
endless void,, is the greatest dotorrant to the healing processes . Rbagents are loos-
ened in the body, causing an imbalance which reflects upon the memory controls and
produces tautness as in the expectancy of danger . When this is established, the nat-
ural healing functions are inhibited or stopped. This occurs in animals as reflected.
emotion, being foreign to their oxporienco .,In their natural habitats, only partial
or total destruction could retard or stop their healing processes,

Peace of mind is necessary if the body is to function naturally . Animals have no need
to acquire this state of beingness as it is theirs from birth . The confusion that be-
sets mankind is acquired and stems from acceptance of external influences . Peace of a
mind can 'be gained only by neutralizing these adverse effects . When .man is ailing, he
should be moved beyond all problems and perplexities . If this is done, natural func-
tions will be rehabilitated .

"li;l of Pagenr+-nn
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NEURALGIA

_Seldom have nerve centers or particular nerves been restricted except by injury. or
abnormal growth .' Restriction is followed by inflamatory conditions, in random portions
of the affected area . Sublimation of the memory controls can produce a like condition
as can the tautness of fear . The latter is that which

,
is of concern. The two are neg-

ative complements . Control can only be re-established by, division and isolation .

	

,

lify one and natural functions will obliterate the other . Energy in abundance is need—
ed to offset the effects of fear . Food will be of loss demand as the body normalizes,
excess energy will create an imbalance otherwise . Relaxation obtained by diversifica-
tion of body and mental activities will promote normalization . Mental quietude will
dispel latent and active fears . Repetition of the visualization of fearsome objects or
concepts will lesson their effect . A state of mental shock, however induced, will ef-
fect an instantaneous normalization. Radicals of this nature are wholly undesirable
except in extremities . Education is the best method of approach in dispelling all
fears, Also, confusion cannot exist where true intelligence prevails . Since nerves are
subject to natural and internal and external emotional controls and can be restricted'
by structural deviations in the body, and peace of mind or mental quietude is a com-
mon factor in normalizing any combination of these, then any healing process, must con-
verge upon and normalize the memory controls . Tho nerves will then ___
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OPEN LETTER TO ART COULTER
by

Stan Grady

-Re your article, OLogo-Science and Insanity."

Dear Art:
Wish to agree a little bit, then disagree a lot . Hubbard, in most of his books, in-
cluding Advanced Procedures and even in hia recent-courses, has said,, in effect, "In-
sanity is here" (in this date) and that there is great potentiality for harm within
the knowledge of lianetice and scientology--particularly if data is withheld . .In
which case the control information jl be used by those who have it, anyway, and
without the knowledge of what's going or ., we're licked.

May I point out that your warnings come from your referent point—your comparisons
and identification of meanings based on your trai nn nZ, Your vocabulary arranged for
that training, and your experience from that viewpoint . How can your comparisons be
objective when your viewpoint is so biased—especially when you state that you do
not know or understand scientology ? I choose to read' into your article a plea for
some . other viewpoints and will pre sent a few in this rebutal.

You gave us the medical definition for schizophrenia . Do you stick to this definition
yourself, or can you rOmit the possibility that it could be a case of two "valences"
or two (or more) "life continuums"? Have you tackled a case from this standpoint, Art?
Two cases here, with the most awful psychotic histories, one after 10 or l2 . electric
shocks, and both "hopeless", were medically labeled "recovered—no regression" . One
was observed by our family doctor—in fact, he takes credit for the referral . John
Lewis did the job (in N .J .) one in 72 hours, the oher in just 2 hours, They both
were resolved on the basis of valence and life continuum.

Apparently you haven't bedn "all through" dianetics, etc . from the beginning—or
haven't had the same approach, or , results from the various techniques, approaches,

	

-
etc, that we have . We have tried everything with a "let' a--see" attitude and have found
something useful in everything we've tried . In fact, we've found that, in our opinion,
a great deal of it overlaps in some way, and one technique helps another, Starting
with "dub-in" way back in first-book days, we learned to run what came up to be run,
and not to worry about whether it was real, or true, or really had happened . Old E-R
therapy even helped to validate this attitude . We never cared 'whether what was being
run was symbolic, actual, or dub-in--if the Pe felt that he just had to mess with it,
we helped him through it . There wau just one determining factor : if we stopped him,
invalidated him or. the material, he invariably bogged-down, felt awful or got worse.
If we let him run it out, he alwayo wound-up at least as he started, but usually much
better. This same attitude carries through to processing material from LRH's "Whole
Track", if and when necessary . But nowadays, with more data 'and more' experience, we
don't have to mess with it much . It's extre4ely interesting, but takes too long,

But now—the Thetan . That's something else . I would suggest you again study the out
line of the theta-mest theory, put it into more popular terminology—even religious
terminology, if you wiah---and note that in paragraph 5 you have answered the problem
you raised in paragraph 5 . Bxcept that I might add that one of the basic tenets is to
maintain the me or exercise attitude . Iota , that I did not use the phrase, parlor
game, as you did . It will boil down to religious beliefs (BANs) in . probably 90% of
all cases, (99% if you suggest it) . Whether a person has got religion or not, be t s
been exposed to it . It stacks up about like this—end I invite your consideration of
this as a viewpoint that is quite workable : If you consider yourself to be e hunk of
meat who owns a soul, brother, that's the basis you'll operate on, But if you, the
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meat, are animated by something you own but don't know about, how does that balance
out ? Neat little way of duckling responsibility, ien I t it't'Not even responsible for
this thing you own, but which is keeping you alive! However, if we can just turn this
around a bit, most anything seelis to become possible . (Seems to fit better with relige
ion too .) In fact, an auditor who knows his stuff and is notfaseinated with proces-
sing, can give you exercises that will be very convincing . If we can consider that we
just might be a Soul, or Spirit, or Life—force, or Thetan, who operates a body, we '
then find that it's much more comfortable toonAndoperate abodyl than it is to try
to convince ourselves that we are a body who owns a Soul . If it is an axiom that you
can't succeed in ordering your Soul around----on , the order of saying,"It will send my
Soul (Thetan) over there .", it doeen i t work, but you can "Be" over there—somewhat
similar to but not the same as : extending your awareness over there, assuming a view-
poirit over there, etc.

It is possible for you as an auditor , tp " f)e4d " your Pc. places . :that' would bephysically
impossible to' him, at the moment and get accurate reports from him that you can check.

(I have done so, many times .) But it is highly unlikely that you as an "outside antag0e
onist" would find anyone anxious to go "on test" . It just isn't the nature of the
beast ; It is my experience that when he reaches this point in ability, he knows more
about your intentions than you are letting yourself "know",e--and if he doesn I t like
them, he'll see to it that they're changed, or ignore yau . Here, we can use your An-
alytical Procedure to greatly simplify the job of getting the Pc "exteriorized", but
until recently, we didn i t know enough about it—end noted the trend toward proces-
sing just for the sake of processing, aimed toward whatever fascinated the parties
concerned . We did find that we could "exteriorixe" a Pe and explore or exercise his
"theta abilities "	 and immediately discovered that the so—called "theta abilities"
are there . Using the words "theta" and "ability" obviates messing with a lot of be-
liefs that will interfere---there are enough so that it would take considerable time.
In fact, I have a Pc who has made these abilities pay off tS the extent of a beautiful
new research lab . Four years ago he was just barely tolerated . Today, he's considered
to be an extremely valuable development engineer . Unlike some others, he was smart
enough not to attract attention . He states flatly that without dienetiee and scientol-
ogy, he would still be pushing a pencil—or, more probably, would not have the job at
all.

You seem to stress "acceptance as real" of those things the auditor or others cannot
percieve, as the line of demarkation for danger . (BM I) It would be. a damned lousy
auditorthat would let this go to that danger point—but I admit that there are lots
offolks auditing who are doing it the same way they drive r s car . They shouldn't be
auditing! The only way to stop that, as we see it, is to suppress the information al-
together—and that I refuse to participate in. You sound as the you'd like to . How's
about learning more , about this thing that worries you so much ? To . take another slant
on naccepta'nce'a 's teal", when another parties' intentions, attitude, emotions and '
physical actions are vleibly and audibly changed by what is known to be a more figment
of the imagination,— without that other parties' conscious recognition of what took
place, something is. bound to seem a little "real" to one person, (Ee l s getting "real"
results and knows he's doing it .) Thea other can't percieve it—right ? This is rel .-
atively easy. You can learn to do that without going far from Advanced Procedures and
Axioms, which you 'recommend.

We're looking at this from different viewpoints, I admit—but, you see, you're using
your authority in another art to invade and judge what you admi .t is unknown territory.
You're driving down my road—and I'm saying,"Wboal You're affecting the whole neighs=
borhood!" The phenomenon of "seeing" whether something is black or white, etc .—have
you investigated before rendering your professional opinion 1 If you have tried it and
done it, or have had it done on you, you have about as much objective evidence as' could
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be asked for. We like to call it "Just a way of looking at things mentally ." In any'
case, if. you can do it at all, here is results, dere is an intriguing method of heal-
ing, here is . just another way of looking at things-not to see what makes them tick,
but to straighten them out . Here also is a lot of "bunk" if it doesn't get along with
yaur BAMs .We call it a crutch because already some folks are getting results more di-

6 year-old son can produce startling reaults, when be l s in the mood ,by .using
" Blacle and White" as an imaginary game . You'd have one Helluva time convincing ,him-
or his mother-that he didn't knock out a severe periodic stomach cramp in about 15
secondi. Only I knew he was going to do it, but my wife responded immediately and we
both knew that he had done it . It's an odd sort of validation perhaps, but when you '
do this, you know you do it, but not much more . But you can obtain evidence that some-
thing has happened.

DF,LUSIONS . . .l reject your definitions . What about the belief that is engramic ire . the
dianatia:senaa-aenforbed 'by pain I 'Can 'you:correct that by "appeal to reason" ? If
you can run a RAM or CEDA on that witbout using some other dianetic techniques to make
it accessible first---.techniques which invalidate your definition---I'll eat worms,
literally: I disagree with you, from a my own experience and that of many others---most.
of us are not "willing to examine honestly the basis for our beliefel!!" Wonder if
you 1 ve noticed that you've done what most of the others who have "split off" have
done . (Please read you article over again when you've finished this) Most have hol-
lered "foul ball!" about something they didn't want to know about, Ron Howes was no
exception, but he did make an effort to . patch up . Hell, aren't we all after the same
thing ? Most of the data that you term beliefs that seems to tee you off, are not held
a3 beliefs by anyone I know . ,ore to the point, who asked you to believe any of the
stuff, anywayl We don't think it smart to give any of the data to a Pc . We are very
careful to point out that any of this data from outside sources---includilg the aud-
itor-is to be considered as "only data-no proof" unless or until they find it out
for themselves . The data that bothers you so much is presented to auditors as an in-
dication of what they may. run into while auditing-even with 'Fos who haven't heard
about it . It so states in that book you referred to,

May I remind you of how an analyst or a psychiatrist- .---or any layman, for that matter
-lased to react when a patient was found to be runnier or working in a pre-natal I
By the same token, is it not possible that you may be trying to invalidate when you
( quote) "appeal to reason or common sense"(unquote) in asking a person who has ran a
whole-track incident or chain to agree with you that it didn't happen ? At least he
knows . that he ran it-and if you question him calmly, you'll probably .find that that ,
is all that he l s trying . to tellyou!

	

. .

	

_

If I should tell you that I dreamed I was a prehistoric man, would you expect me to
pr9ve it 7 The nearest you'll ever get to proof le to see someone improve after run-
ning an incident in the far past-orrunning one-yourself . You would then be in a
position to evaluate the subject, if you want to . Someday you may find that you wont
be able to get the bottom BAY, in pile until you allow your Pc to look for it in a
so-called Past Life . Ah

s
l

R
el.e . w)-) . rehe_ER:t	 h.e.2,e..t.2 it	 straiEbtened

out ?

Notions that one is being influenced from a distance-better try to open your mind
on that one, Art, because it's being done . I've peen auto-drivers moved predictably,

. an angry man stopped in mid-swing, with signals being made behind the "stoppers' "back
to indicate that now he wes going to do it . I've dope e few of the tamer things m3a-
asilf, such as put a mute onto loud conversation, stop petty'arguements, change con-
ver,eation, move over beligerent drivers, take over-eager traffic cops off my own and
other people's tail, ceuse'e man to stop instantaneously, an action that he did not
know, was dangerous, etc etc-without saying a word, making a motion, or even being
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near . I hope you wont feel called upon to believe any of the foregoing, Art, but I
do hope it wont kick you up so much that you wont be able to look to see if it's
true for youeeeor works for you . Your own beliefs are all that is keeping you from
doing a lot more than I cen yet tell you about.

DELUSIONS of PERSECUTION . ...
There is a type of control used by meet of 110 that, to a sensitive who has partial.
awareness, of it, knows be's reactin g, to it, but 'has no other data on-the subject,'
would appear to be, or might be expressed as persecution if he's off his rocker' and
working in an incident where he's aware of this data, the persecution is sure as
hell real to him, because he feels' it : If he's off his rocker, he's not smart enough
to conceal this data from you 	 :

I put out a tape lecture on how to recognize this data in present, time and know to
handle it . I also invited en argument over _ my statement thet , the .data

brought into `the' open, it cannot be used, `for control-in fact, all outside control
stops too . So far, no argument, but lots of validation . I turned that tape-talk over
to Gordon Becksted, P .R .F ., Phoenix, Arizona, and he's been circulating it as tape

IC4 with the title
'
"l, iirror Technique" . (It's not a technique, its just data for

anyone's consideration",) He aloe has typed transcripts . The data is not new, most of
it comes from "Advanced 1 rocedu re s" but was ignored in favor of processing the hell
out of anyone we could get to sit still for it . I'd appreciate your commentsee-mai,n-
ly because I feel that I've said enough here to make you into one of my severest-
critics!!!-

My apologies, Art, for jumping you in this Way .._.-as tho our differing ideas were a
matter of great moment . In a way, they are and I'd like to explain that now . Every-
one says you are a great guy with lots on the ball . You have contributed greatly to
my own advancements and to my value as an auditor with your organization of Analyt--
l.cal Procedure . , You have achieved considerable steture and honor in the dianetic
community and that fact lends "authority" to " whet you say . you left yourself wide
open in an unusual spot with that article, but that's not important . I'm not one of
those who has used my more easily acquired "knowledge" to bait medical men . Instead,
I've maintained friendship with all those I've known . I've found that we .can commun-
icate . But when you use your position as a dianetics authority to speak as a medical
man, with authority to judge a subject you admittedly don't want to look into your-
self, in terms designed to cover e different , art and attitude, you've got me ( at
least) to contend with .-e--to scream, "It aint necessarily so!!!"

I've watched many men do this same thing-i . e .-and I ,don't say you did it with conscious
intent.- ..--,invalidate a whole eubject by warning of things they ►sas set may be there
and thus fix 'up a whole . audience so that they can never, never expose themselves to
that subject, lany di,aneticists have done the same with "competing techniques" . Many
groups have been put to sleep in this way.

Surely you understand your own Analytical Procedure well enough to see where this
can be so . Wouldn't your first and last stated purpose have been served by furst
learning, first-hand,. how scientology works, then warning of possible pitfalls, in
unmixed terminology

Granted : there's danger there . But you didn't tell about . it ; What are the auditor's
intentions ? Do you know how to know your auditor's intentions ? ;shat is his grasp
of the subject ! What! s he mixing: it with Z

Can we be friends after this tirade ? 1 wish you all possible success in your new
venture	 Sincerely, Stan .
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' ST . LOUIS DIANETIOS -- APRIL 1954
Richard G . Kerlin

4/6/54 . Two members of Recovery, Inc . were our guests . We found a number of similar-
ities between their ideas and methods and ours . Similarities were : 1) admit that a
problem exists ; 2) act on the conviction of free will ; ') regard symptoms as perhaps
dietressing, b6t not dangerous ; 4) learn to "spot" symptoms such as nervous tension;
5) look at symptoms, without exaggerating them ; 6) bear discomfort and mistakes ; 7)
change your "lingo" about symptoms ; 8) practice moving your muscles ; 9) encourage
thoughts of security and group-mindedness, and long versus short-range plans ; 10) en-
dorse yourself' for successes . Awareness and increased responsibility are stressed,
but not to the extent that they are in dianetics . Differences appear to be : 1) group
and self efforts are still subordinated to the doctor's authority ; 2) the goal appears
to be getting -along rather than rising to unknown heights ; 3) curiosity about remote
causes (such as childhood) is'to be squelched ; 4)' negative emotions are to be spotted,
as'in dianetics, but are to be avoided or gotten around rather than worked out.

We in our turn explained the goals and some of the ideas in dianetics, and gave a few
examples of how some of us had benefitted : straightening of a turned-in foot after
running birth ; loss of fear of heights after running e circus-bleacher fright ; die-
appearance of constipation, under-weight, 'tenseness and other nervous symptoms after
running birth and a number of prenatals ; getting rid of a sore throat which appeared
after a neighbor's death (like father) by discharging grief and switching first to
forced, then real laughter.

We ended the meeting with a 50 minute run on "Six , Steps to Better Beingneas" with at
Rankin ,as group auditor,

4/13/54 . After a group discussion, we split into two auditing sessions : Dolly query/
Alvine' Rankin ; end Petey Bullock and Dick Kerlin/Fat Rankin . details . remain in the
standard banks of those present.

4/27/54 . . (Last week's meeting was cancelled because of nearly unanimous conflicts .)

nth vacations beginning to take their toll, only four. of us met, but had a fruit-
ful meeting . After a discussion of group goals and priorities, .we egreed that : 1) we
would try to balance auditing of individuals with group work, as flexibly as possible;
2) we would change the group's name to something more descriptive and less fixed, and
considered several good suggestions.

We then bed our "Operation Bootstrap" group session by reading aloud from :the first
tape transcript published in "Dianetics Today" . We found that we . had already .done , some
of the things suggested, since last november, and we discuesed the changes in individe
uals and in the group as a result . We found ourselvee in good agreement.

WO. . . *O. .

BOOK REVIEW

A Speculation In Reality, by Irving F . Laucks . Fhilosophicel Library, liew York . 0 .75.

This book connects the outstanding: facts of physics, chemistry, biology and psychic
phenomena . Instead of 'regardin g these letter es fenteetic, unreel, the author believes
them capable of entirely logical and scientific explanation . True scientific research
is needed before man can find his wei about in the non-material world, as he now does
in the materiel world .
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PREFACE : Psychic phenomena is just as read, as chemical

INTRODUCTION : What is reality ? The cheese is reality, the hole a soul ' Matter is
like light, sound, etc ., merely sensation caused by the effect of energy .on the sense
organs . Psychic phenomena fits into a scheme of Reality.

In chapter one we find that Physics uncovers the nuoleua. Energy now emerges from its
obscurity and begins to take place alongside matter as a fundamental concept . Radio-
active elements continually emit energy, This leaves energy as one fundamental of the
Universe . The solid ground of matter had always been thought of as reality. ) ow it is
considered as only a sensation . Both are the effects of energy on the sense organs.
Then there are waves ; water waves, cound and, electrical waves, and we have wave mesh
and c e.

The Nucleus Controls Chemical Reactions . Life itself may have developed as a .result
of chemical reactions, Reactions are accompanied by appearancé or disappearance of
energy.

Life Is A Chemical Reaction . Chemical reactions . may account for the origen end phe-
nomenon of life, There could have been chance occurance of a series of chemical steps
so that during the long period on earth's cooling it would amount to a certainty.
This will be of interest to readers' of De Nouyt e "human Destiny", in , which chance was
ruled out.

A Speculation In Reality . Physics believes the nucleus may be energy. But nothing is
known about its real nature . Reality is the real phase of the universe, of which mat-
ter is Vut the sha dow . Matter changes in form; as solid, gas liquid . It changes in
mass as in the atomic bomb.

The Evidence For The Permanence Of The Soul . Psychic phenomena points to the inde-
pendence of the Soul from the Body. It appears that the Soul can function independ-
ently of the brain . In times of crisis, something takes ' over control of the body.
This something mey be the ;out, tiemorf may also be independent of the body and depen-
dent upon the Soul, If there is e plan and purpose in life, the Soul may have some
purpose for future development . This, however, is a speculation, and final proof is
lacking . The nucleus may be nearer to non-material than to matter . The Soul is like a
screen on which pictures and records are made . Suoh pictures 'and records . ilre perm-
anent . The Soul generates ideas from them	 I liked it,

F .C .H.
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